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Yamaha Crypton - semiautomatic 
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This semiautomatic scooter is suitable for those who are looking for

small engine seize, light weight and economical travelling. 

Due to its larger wheels this scooter can take you to places that are 

otherwise much harder to access with conventianol scooters. According

to our customers it is a lot of fun riding the semiautomatic scooter. It is

easy to use and it gives the feeling of riding a conventional motorcycle. 

We offer only scooters and motorcycles of well known brands. This

Yamaha Crypton has prooved itself to be very reilable scooter. 

Our customers use it to travel to rainbow mountain jungle and other

places around Cusco.

Please visit us at our store

https://www.eyeem.com/p/86766664


Scooter - automatic 
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This automatic scooter is suitable for those who are looking for small

engine seize, light weight and economical travelling. 

This scooter 125cc is made in Taiwan and due to its better quality and 

precise engineering it offers more power than the conventioanl

chineese scooter 150cc  

After having this scooter for 1 year and more tan 16 000km, it never

missed the beat not even once. 

Our customers use it to travel around Cusco and to jungle and they

really love the solid built of the scooter compare to the chineese

scooters.

Please visit us at our store



Scooter - automatic 
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This automatic scooter is suitable for those who are looking for more 

powerfull small engine seize, light weight and economical travelling. 

This scooter 150cc R is made in Taiwan and due to its better quality

and precise engineering it offers great power and very strong braking

system.   

This scooter is great for travelling longer distances or for 2up. It is also

the fastest scooter in Cusco that you find in Cusco motorcycle rental

agencies

Please visit us at our store
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We have the most reliable and 

best performing scooter in Cusco 

What you will find with

other agencies is

Chineese scooter Lifan

Liberty 150cc. This

scooters are poorly

built, low quality

materials and small in 

size. 

According to the

technical sheet, it

produces 9,4 

horsepower

Our scooter Crox125cc 

provides 10,05 

horsepower, better

handling, more seating

space and definitely

better reliabity. 

The Crox150cc R 

versión is the beast in 

Cusco that provides 11,5 

horsepower equipped

with front and rear disc 

brakes, double rear

suspensión and 

increased ground

clearance.



Yamaha XTZ150 - manual
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This motorcycle is suitable for those who are looking for still smaller

engine size, light weight, economical travelling with offroad capabilities

This motorcycle is very popular in our store between our customers. Its

seating position is very comfortable, solid built motorcycle providing

smooth ride

It has amazing fuel economy reaching close to 400km on 11 fuel tank.

Our customers use it to travel around Cusco, to jungle and also around

Peru. 

Please visit us at our store



Sym NHT200 - manual
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This motorcycle is suitable for those who are looking for still smaller

engine size, light weight, economical travelling with offroad capabilities

This motorcycle is very popular in our store between our customers. Its

seating position is very comfortable, solid built motorcycle providing

smooth ride

It has amazing fuel economy reaching close to 400km on 11 fuel tank.

Our customers use it to travel around Cusco, to jungle and also around

Peru. 

Please visit us at our store



Yamaha Tenere 250 - manual
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This motorcycle is suitable for those who are looking for bigger engine

size but light weight, economical travelling with exceptional offroad

capabilities

This motorcycle is also very popular in our store between our

customers. Its seating position is very comfortable, solid built

motorcycle providing smooth ride. 21 inch front Wheel and high ground

clearance guarantees to deal with any terrain. 

It has amazing fuel economy and it is a perfect motorcycle for 2up.

Our customers use it to travel around Cusco, to jungle and also around

Peru. 

Please visit us at our store



Honda XRE300 Rally - manual
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This motorcycle is suitable for those who are looking for bigger engine

size but light weight, economical travelling with exceptional offroad

capabilities and lower seating position then the great Yamaha Tenere

250.

This motorcycle is also very popular in our store between our

customers. Its seating position is very comfortable, solid built

motorcycle providing smooth ride. 21 inch front Wheel and high ground

clearance guarantees to deal with any terrain. 

It has amazing fuel economy and it is a perfect motorcycle for 2up.

Our customers use it to travel around Cusco, to jungle and also around

Peru. 

Please visit us at our store



Suzuki Vstrom 1000 - manual
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This motorcycle is suitable for those who are looking for big engine size

and comfort. 

This motorcycle is popular between those customers who are looking

for long distance ride. Its seating position is very comfortable, solid built

motorcycle providing smooth ride. 

It has amazing fuel economy and it is a perfect motorcycle for long

distance ride in 2up 

Our customers use it to travel around Cusco, to jungle and also around

Peru. 

Please visit us at our store



PLEASE READ

What is the difference between us and other stores?

Firstly, I am of European background moved into Peru in 2020 and since 

2021 I started a business with motorcycles. 

My goal is to provide you with good quality motorcycles (mainly japaneese

brands) and unique self guided tours that are out of common of what you find 

with other agencies. 

Renting with me I will create a tour for you based on your days available, 

create a map and suggest accommodation and places to visit along the way. 

During your ride I communicate with you via whatsapp 24/7. 

Secondly, you come across more agencies renting motorcycles and 

scooters. In my first year of experience with these agencies I have seen

chineese scooters such as Lifan breaking down, snapped the frame and 

business owners charging customers for repairs that is caused by poor

quality. Please be aware of this, it might cost couple soles less but eventually

you Will pay more.

For multiple rental days I always throw some extras free of charge that will

make your ride more convenient. Your luggages can be stored safely in our

store while you ride. 

Please come and visit me in the office to check what is available

Office address>

463 calle ruinas, Cusco

(opposite of Hotel Ruinas)

+51 968 731 351

Ales Cervenka


